A new look of gastric cancer from epidemiology to clinical management.
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Abstract
Gastric cancer (GC) is the fourth most common cancer and the third leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide. Recent advance in diagnosis and treatment has improved long-term survival for patients with early GC, yet the survival rate for advanced cancer patients is still poor. This article reviews the current epidemiology and different risk factors, such as environmental challenges, gene polymorphism and epigenetic profiles. It also introduces the clinical management against these risk factors and repurposes the new clinical application of vitamin D for the prevention and treatment of GC in humans.
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Introduction
Epidemiology of gastric cancer
Gastric cancer (GC) is the third leading cause of malignancy-related death throughout the world. The mortality rate of gastric cancer is 8.9% after lung cancer (19.7%) and breast cancer (12.9%). The incidence of gastric cancer accounts for the fifth place in malignant tumors [1]. There is a marked geographic variation in the gastric cancer incidence rate. It is highest in East Asia including China and Japan, up to nearly 75%, while one of the lowest rates is in the United States [2]. The GC cases in China account for nearly half (47%) of all the gastric cancer new cases throughout the world. The incidence also differs remarkably between genders. In the world, the gastric cancer occurs in man versus woman in a ratio up to 2:1 [1].

Cancer risk factors
Epidemiologic studies have indicated that the risk factors of GC are strongly associated with dietary factors, such as high salt or nitrates intake, and low intake of fresh fruits and vegetables [3]. There are remarkable differences in the prevalence of GC in different countries and a large number of epidemiological studies implicate that Asian countries account for nearly 75% of worldwide GC incidences, which might be due to high dietary salt intake or habitual consumption of salted foods, in addition to the major risk factor Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) infection [4]. A case-control study also showed that higher dietary salt exposure was directly associated with increased GC risk and the association was regardless of H. pylori infection status and virulence, smoking, tumor site or histological types [5]. This evidence is further supported by a number of meta-analysis and case-control studies. They found that salted food intake was directly associated with GC risk in China and Japan [6].

H. pylori infection is one of the main predisposing factors for GC development and accounts for nearly 80% of GC worldwide. Increasing evidences indicated that H. pylori played an important role in gastric pathogenesis through dysregulation of autophagy [7]. On the other hand, it was reported that high salted exposure increased gastric inflammation and exasperated H. pylori infection-induced gastric tumorigenesis [8]. A few studies also suggested a possible causal link between excess salt intake, H. pylori infection, and gastric carcinogenesis, which may explain the higher prevalence of H. pylori infection in Japan than in other industrialized countries.

There are also some other risk factors such as smoking and alcohol drinking. A multiethnic cohort study involved in over 215,000 people revealed an association between smoking and GC risk [9]. Also our previous studies had found that cigarette smoking inhibited gastric ulcer healing and promoted gastric cancer growth, indicating the potential role of smoking in gastric carcinogenesis [10-12]. However, whether the association between alcohol drinking and GC risk is still an open question. A meta-analysis found no significant association between moderate alcohol assumption and GC risk but heavy alcohol drinking was positively correlated with GC risk [13].

Gene polymorphism or epigenetic profiles may also be associated with GC risk. A case-control study analyzed that gene variant rs2016167 of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor δ (PPAR δ) was strongly associated with GC [14]. In addition, interleukin-1 (IL-1) polymorphism increased the risk of H. pylori-induced hypochlorhydria and might play a determinate role in GC with H. pylori infection [15]. Besides, microRNAs are putatively considered as tumor suppressors or pro-oncogenes and dysregulation of microRNAs might contribute to gastric tumorigenesis [16].

Prevention and Treatment of Gastric Cancer
Regarding prevention of GC, reducing the salt intake or having fresh food and vegetable may reduce the cancer risk. Considering the role of H. pylori in the gastritis-related carcinogenesis, eradication of H. pylori has the potential for the prevention of GC. Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) are important for H. pylori elimination, because they inhibit gastric acid secretion and maintain a more favorable environment for acid-
labile antibiotics. For the guidelines on the management of *H. pylori* in Europe, triple therapy using a PPI with clarithromycin and amoxicillin or metronidazole given twice daily remains the recommended first choice of drug treatment [17,18]. A population-based *H. pylori* eradication program which was recently launched in Taiwan demonstrating the reduction of the incidence of GC, was associated with the mass eradication of *H. pylori* infection [19].

For patients already diagnosed with GC, gastrectomy remains the mainstay of treatment. Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) is widely used for treatment with cases of early GC without lymph node metastasis in Japan [20]. Neo-adjuvant and adjuvant chemotherapy could also improve the clinical outcomes. However, drug resistance, tumor recurrence and metastasis are commonly observed in GC patients, thereby reducing the overall survival of these patients. Thus, it is significant and timely to develop therapeutic agents with unique mechanisms of action different from the existing anticancer drugs for GC treatment.

**Repurposing vitamin D for gastric cancer**

Development of a new class of drugs currently used in humans together with a blank new anti-cancer mechanism different from existing chemotherapeutic agents is the ultimate goal for cancer treatment. Ample studies have indicated that vitamin D status in serum might correlate with many types of cancer risk. In addition, patients with low vitamin D levels were diagnosed with poorer survival indicating that vitamin D might protect individuals against the late stages of carcinogenesis. Indeed epidemiological studies on colon cancer provided strong support for inverse association between serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D level and colon cancer risk in both men and women and a dose dependent correlation of calcium supplement with colon cancer incidence in women was also observed [21-23]. In a 197 gastric cancer patients study conducted in the cancer center of Sun Yat-sen University demonstrated that vitamin D deficiency might be correlated with the poor prognosis of gastric cancer [24]. However the relationship between vitamin D supplement and gastric cancer risk is still unsubstantial and the prognostic role of serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D concentration is still needed to be further analyzed.

Regarding the biological actions of 1,25(OH)2D3, they are mediated by vitamin D receptor (VDR), via genomic actions and nongenomic actions. Higher VDR expression may be associated with enhanced biological response of 1,25(OH)2D3. The genomic actions mediated by VDR are involved in a number of target genes transcription. VDR when activated by 1,25(OH)2D3 will translocate into nuclear and combine with the retinoid X receptor (RXR) as well as other co-transcriptional factors, thereby activating target genes transcription through interaction with the vitamin D response element (VDRE) located in the promoter of the target genes. A number of genes have been identified as VDR target genes including CYP24A1, p21, cathelicidin (LL37) and involved in different signaling pathways, exerting the action of 1,25(OH)2D3 (Figure 1). 1,25(OH)2D3 can also initiate rapid signaling transduction pathway, such as G protein-coupled receptors, phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K), and protein kinase C (PKC), eliciting biological responses through activation of second messengers [25].

Indeed accumulating evidences suggested that vitamin D deficiency was correlated with high cancer risk, implicating the anticancer effect of vitamin D. Consistently, the antitumor activities of 1,25(OH)2D3 have been widely studied in many kinds of cancer. It has antitumor actions through various functional pathways, including those on cell cycle, apoptosis and differentiation and further on angiogenesis in tumors through unique mechanisms of action unlike those of traditional anti-cancer drugs [26]. All these evidences suggest that vitamin D could be an effective alternative for cancer treatment in stomachs and unfold new approaches in developing potential useful therapeutic agent for digestive disorders [27,28].

**Discussion and Conclusion**

The epidemiology and the different risk factors, such as environmental challenges, gene polymorphism and epigenetic profiles are largely discussed in this review. Although the anticancer effect of vitamin D on cancer cells has been extensively reported, the pharmacological action of vitamin D on cancer stem cells (CSCs) has not been studied. It was only reported that vitamin D analogue EB1809 could induce apoptosis in the subpopulation of gastric cancer cells SGC7901 [29]. In addition to the inhibitory action on gastric cancer cells in vitro [30], there is no doubt that understanding the action of vitamin D on gastric CSCs has even more clinical implications in the development of vitamin D in cancer treatment and

![Figure 1. Vitamin D receptor-mediated genomic vitamin D signaling pathway. Abbreviations refer to the text.](image-url)
perhaps also prevention of the disease. Indeed, a review has been published recently regarding its possible modes of action on gastrointestinal cancers [31]. As vitamin D3 is a clinically used drug for bone disorders, it should have a great potential to be applied as a prophylactic treatment for gastric cancer or other cancers in the gastrointestinal tract.
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